Abstract. Based on the suspension structure, this paper develops some methods to describe the change of links and kinematic pairs during the folding process of the suspension. Employing these methods, the increase and decrease of links and pairs, as well as the change of pairs' feature can be demonstrated clearly. An idea is proposed to obtain a large number of folding schemes for the suspension. On the basis of this idea, one mechanism is decomposed into some basic kinematic chains firstly and then these chains (with folding function) are fused to form one complete mechanism. As the application of proposed methods, the suspension, which is shown in this study, is divided into three basic kinematic chains and many reasonable folding schemes for each chain are obtained. Through fusion operation, a number of folding configurations for the rover are achieved. At the end of this paper, we present several generally accepted constrain conditions to compare the obtained schemes, and one folding scheme with the best folded-deployable performance is chosen.
Introduction
The research for deep space exploration rover epitomizes the development level of wheeled rover locomotion mechanisms [1] . The United States and The former Soviet Union were the first to study the planet rover in the late 1960s. In the 1990s, wheeled rover called "Sojourner" was successfully employed for Mars exploration. Since then, wheeled rover has become one of hot subjects which are concerned by more researchers.
As the key component, the performance of suspension is one important index to evaluate the rover. Constrained by current space transportation technology and launch costs, light-weight, small volume and compact structure are main technical specifications. Small volume brings not only smaller rocket mass and lower costs but also higher launch reliability. However, the rover with small volume means that fewer instruments can be carried to low the rover's exploration ability. Therefore, how to take up less space of rocket under meeting the rover's requirements becomes a subject worthy of studying. Since the 1960s, headed by the United States, Russia, France, Japan and other developed countries [2] , many national research institutions have carried out the development of various kinds of planetary rovers, some rovers even have entered into the practical and commercialization stage. Furthermore, folded-deployable technology is considered in the rover design, those rovers designed by JPL (Jet Propulsion Laboratory) represent the highest level in the planet rover field [3] . For example, the suspension of "Sprit" rover is folded when be launched and is unfolded while arriving at Mars. In so doing, not only is the space of the rocket saved but also the rover is protected better [4] [5] [6] . The success of "Sprit" rover shows that the contradictory between multi-functions and small volume could be solved through employing folded technology into the design of rover locomotion system [7] [8] [9] . However, although some researchers have proposed some methods to guide the folded design for the rover suspension, the sound design theory has been not presented to date.
Methods for Describing the Change of Links and Pairs in the Folding Process
With the suspension folding, links and kinematic pairs will be changed in the mechanism, including the number change of links and pairs [10, 11] as well as the feature change of pairs.
The Feature Change of Kinematic Pairs
The feature change of kinematic pairs means that the kinematic pairs' types and geometrical relationship will be changed. For planar mechanisms, the pairs are mainly revolute pairs and prismatic pairs, so replacing revolute (prismatic) pairs by prismatic (revolute) pairs can change the types of kinematic pairs. Furthermore, the geometrical relationship change of pairs can be achieved through changing the rotating direction of revolute pairs or the translation direction of prismatic pairs.
For a coordinated planar mechanism, the geometrical relationship of revolute or prismatic pairs could be described as: dk=1, translation along x-axis; dk=2, translation along y-axis; dk=3, translation along z-axis; dk=4, rotation along x-axis; dk=5, rotation along y-axis; dk=4, rotation along z-axis; dk=7, axis intersection; dk=8, arbitrary direction. dk denotes the pose of one kinematic pair in one mechanism, k=1~8.
Pairs can be expressed as
J and i is the numbering of pairs in the mechanism or topological graph.
In mechanisms or topological graphs, the connecting relationship for links can be written by adjacent matrix as
where diagonal elements Li(1≤i≤n) denotes the numbering of one link or topological graph, lower triangular matrix A is (n-1)×(n-1) matrix which denotes the geometrical feature of pairs, upper triangular matrix J, is also a (n-1)×(n-1) matrix which is the pair type. The type change of kinematic pairs means deleting the existed pair and adding new one, this process could be expressed by 
The geometric relationship change of kinematic pairs means deleting existed pair pose and adding new one, the process could be expressed as 
Fig.1 (a) shows a slider-crank mechanism, coordinate the kinematic chain and number all links. If the prismatic pair between link 1 and link 4 is transformed into revolute pair (seen in Fig. 1(b) ), both pair type and geometrical relationship are all changed. The new adjacent matrix can be rewritten as 
, where 
The Number Decrease Change of Links and Pairs
In mechanisms, links are connected with each other by pairs, the increase or decrease of link number during the folding process would change the number of kinematic pairs.
1) The folding process with the number decrease of links and pairs The topological graph for a planar 6-link mechanism is shown in Fig. 2 (a), links are connected employing revolute pairs. At one stage, the 6-link mechanism is folded into one 5-link mechanism, seen in Fig. 2(b) , the course can be demonstrated as follows 2) The folding process with the number increase of links and pairs During folding the mechanism, the procedure for the number increase of links and pairs is: (1) Disconnect two links in the mechanism; (2) Duplicate corresponding links and pairs; (3) Connect these duplicated links using pairs.
According to above steps, Fig. 3 illustrates the course for transforming one planar 4-link mechanism into 5-link mechanism. 
Fusion Method for Basic Kinematic Chains
One complete kinematic chain composed of some basic kinematic chains is expressed
C C , where C is a complete chain, Ci and Ci+1 are the basic chains. For one kinematic chain, if it will be fused with another one, it can be divided into two parts: one part is the collection in which links and pairs will be fused with other chains, and the other part is the collection in which links and pairs remain unchanged. Therefore, one kinematic chain with the two parts can be expressed as J J is the combination of links and pairs which will be fused. The fusion condition for chains:
, it means that the two chains could be fused directly and the new kinematic chain is given by Fig. 4(a) , links 3 and 4 with revolute pair R will be fused, it can be written as Fig. 4(b) , links 2 and two revolute pairs which are connected with link 2 will be fused, it can be written by Figure 4 . The schematic diagram for fusion process.
The Basis for Folding Multi-Constrain Quadrilateral Suspension
The suspension configuration is shown in Fig. 5 . The size of links is scaled down the real size, and pairs are all R4. The rover has two similar suspensions which are symmetrically arranged. One differential mechanism is employed to connect the rover body and the two suspensions, and O is the connecting point. Each suspension has three similar kinematic chains 1 A B B C . It should be noted that these springs in the quadrilateral mechanisms will be not depicted in the following sections.
It can be seen from the suspension structure in Fig. 5 , the suspension is composed of some basic kinematic chains. Hence, the suspension could be decomposed into some basic chains, and each chain is studied respectively. Finally, these chains with folding chain schemes are assembled to form a complete suspension possessing a large number of folding suspension schemes. The detailed decomposition process is shown in Fig. 6 . There are totally three basic kinematic chains, they are chain I, chainⅡand chain Ⅲ respectively, where symbol "3×" denotes that there are three same chains in suspension. Fig. 7 shows the three kinematic chains clearly, including two open chains and one closed chain. 
Folding study on Chain I
There are two pairs in the chain I. In order to make the chain have folding function, the operation that increase the link number or change the pairs can be adopted.
1) The operation to increase the link number Although many links can be added to chain I, this operation will complicate the actual mechanism. it is suitable for adding one link to the chain I. Meanwhile, the initially added pairs are all R4 , and the feature of pairs can be changed if they are necessary to change, this point will be mentioned in Section 2).
2) The feature change of kinematic pairs As shown in Fig. 8 , the feature change of pairs including not only the change of R but also the change of 4 3 R which connecting the newly added link with the initial link. Of all pairs, 4 2 R is the pair connecting the initial link with the rover body. 1  4  2  4  3  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2 / , , , , , 4  5  6  4  1  4  2  4  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3 / , , , , ,
R R R R R R P R P R P
Three equations stated above are all cases for pair changing, but not all cases are available. Therefore, some work must be done for pre-selection to reduce subsequent workload, the detailed operation is given as follows (1) The rover body cannot be changed, so the rotation direction of revolute pairs in chain I should be perpendicular to the plane yoz and the translation direction of prismatic pairs in chain I should be parallel to the plane yoz. To meet these requirements,
(2) One of 2 1 P , 2 2 P and 2 3 P can reduce the length of the suspension. If two or three are adopted in the pair combination, the final folded suspension will be complicated, thus combinations 4 2 2 1 2 3 R P P , 2 2 2 1 2 3 P P P , P R P should be deleted. (3) If some pair combinations have the same folding function, only one of them is adopted. 3 2 P makes the whole suspension translate along z direction and has the same role with 3 1 P and 3 3 P , so 3 2 P shouldn't be in the combination containing 3 1 P and(or) 3 3 P , then these combinations 2 3 3 1 2 3 P P P , R R P is adopted; Similarly, of R R P is adopted.
After operations (1) 
Folding study on ChainⅡ
Chain II is a 4-link closed chain. Comparing with the open chain with few constraints, the links of one closed chain will have more constraints due to adjacent links during folding. Therefore, more factors should be considered in the folding process, or else the chain will be in the danger of locking or failing. R R R R , it is a straight-line mechanism according to the initial condition. In so doing, the height of the rover will be reduced. Therefore, chainⅡis one chain which can reduce the height of the rover. The collection for changed pairs of the initial chainⅡ configuration can be written as
where   4  5  6  4  1  4  2  4  3  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2 / , , , , , 4  5  6  4  1  4  2  4  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3 / , , , , , 2) Folding study on chain II by adding pairs If some right amount of pairs are added into the chainⅡ, the case of rigid chain will be avoided, seen in Fig. 9(b) . For avoiding forming complicate folded structures, only one link is allowed to be added to each link.The pair combinations for folding chainⅡare 4 
R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R P R P R R R R P P P P R R R R P R P R Ⅱ:
Folding study on Chain III Add one pair into chain III firstly and then change the pair, seen in Fig. 10 . 4 1 R is the pair connecting one wheel and one link as well as 4 2 R is the pair connecting chais II and III that is   4  5  6  4  1  4  2  4  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3 / , , , , ,
It can be seen in Fig. 5 , the folding operation of 1 3 P in chain III is difficult because the rover body can't be folded. The pair combinations are listed as 
The Folding Schemes of Multi-Constrain Quadrilateral Suspension
In this section, firstly, we decompose the suspension into three basic kinematic chains; Secondly, we choose some proper pair combinations for each chain based on detailed application background and some constraint conditions; Thirdly, these chains are fused into a complete suspension to obtain a number of folding schemes.
Some generally accepted constraint conditions for the rover should be considered carefully:
(1) Because of limited energy, the number of motors used in the folding process should be minimized, energy storage elements are encouraged to use as many as possible;
(2) The increased links and pairs will lead to reduce the rover reliability. Therefore, the number of suspension links and the connection complexity should be reduced.
(3) Once the suspension is folded, the rover must have the ability to move. It means that there is a certain amount of clearance between ground and the rover body; (4) Because the rover body can not be folded, the folded suspension boundary is located fully in the body's boundary.
Check the obtained pair combinations, and the folding schemes fused by three basic chains should be also examined. The examination for pair combinations of each basic chain are (1) Pair combinations of chain I meet the demands; R R R R P P P P improve the suspension's folding performance, but more motors are needed, this is contradictory with condition(2), these combinations should be deleted; (3) Pair combinations of chain III meet the demands; Hence, these pair combinations which can be used for fusion are : , , , R R R R R R R R R R P R R P R Ⅲ ， Through fusing, the number of folding schemes equals to N=8×1×5=40. Seen in Fig. 5 , the suspension contains some repeating chains, such as three chainⅠand three chain Ⅲ. According to above constrain conditions for the rover, 4 schemes, which meets those conditions, are chosen form all 40 obtained suspension configurations. Fig. 11 shows the four folding schemes, in which Ⅱ denotes / / R R P R R R Ⅱ Figure 11 . Four folding schemes for the rover. It can be seen from table1, scheme (b) has best folded-deployable performance
Summary
(1) Some methods are developed to describe the number change of links and kinematic pairs as well as the feature change of kinematic pairs. These methods provide the theoretical basis for folding study of the rover suspension; (2) From the view of mitosis, an idea is proposed. That is to decompose the suspension into some basic kinematic chains firstly and then fuse these chains to obtain various folding schemes; (3) The suspension is divided into three basic kinematic chains, and pair combinations for each chain are obtained. After the fusion operation, 40 folding schemes are achieved. With the help of the constrain conditions, the best one among those folding schemes is chosen.
